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By Mark Dobbs

Lake Front Publisher. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 304 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x
6.0in. x 0.8in.FRACKED! is a suspense thriller blending scientific fact with heart racing fiction which
takes the reader from the surface of a massive deep water lake into deadly caverns searching for the
cause of geological nightmares which are rapidly escalating into what could be a regional
apocalypse. Earthquakes, including the largest quake to hit Arkansas in nearly thirty-five years,
have plagued the Ozark Mountains. This current outbreak is very possibly an after effect of natural-
gas drilling and hydraulic fracturing or fracking being done within a hundred miles or so of scenic
Bull Shoals Lake in northern Arkansas. The U. S. Geological Survey recorded a four point seven
magnitude quake and noted more than eight hundred quakes to strike the area in the last year in
what is being called an Earthquake Swarm. Routine testing reveals small fractures in the Dam and
area landslides have given local authorities significant concern that there is a geological disaster
cresting in this usually safe, pristine mountain setting. A call for help goes out to the State Capital.
Guy Fredricks, appointed by the Governor to head up the Arkansas Department of...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again again in the future. Its been printed in
an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andres Bashirian-- Andres Bashirian

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. I discovered this ebook
from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- Lacy Goldner-- Lacy Goldner
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